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“The specification of the fastener, despite
being such a small component, is critical
if the roofing and cladding system is to
perform its required function throughout
the full term of the system’s service and
design life.”
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“NCTS is a young,
forward-thinking
organisation with
big aims. Education
is up there at the top
- giving young
people a step onto
the career ladder
through improving
their skills set. We
are here to provide
training, assessment
and qualiﬁcations to
everyone.”
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“The sustainability of
mastic asphalt is
proving increasingly



attractive to
architects and
speciﬁers.”
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“When I started in 1999
on the roofs, you
learned from the man
that learned on the job
from another roofer.
Today, there is a
change visibly taking
place and our industry
is taking massive
strides in upskilling
and qualifying across
the board.”
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“Looking at trends for 2020 from a SIG Rooﬁng
perspective, we have been seeing demand for
GRP and other liquid applications continue to
grow, along with increasing sales of EPDM
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“Some of the most common causes of roof
leakage I come across on tiled roofs are related
to valleys; many people think that the mortar
is there to make the junction watertight, which
couldn’t be further from the truth.”



















































  



 

















 











































“Valleys with central upstands are beneﬁcial
where two roof slopes of unequal pitches meet
at a valley. With open valleys, there is a risk
that water from the steeper roof slope will run
across and run over the edges of the valley on
the lesser pitch slope. A central upstand will
prevent this from happening.”
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“Avonside Group has worked collaboratively
with a number of customers to ensure the
required, correct internal fall protection system
remains in place for the duration of our works.
This means we avoid unnecessary risk.”
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“The 5th edition
incorporates
glass rooﬂights
for the ﬁrst
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double skin
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“Using a knife and prod is by far the fastest and
most practical method for a roofer. The tools are
small and easily transportable, and they last a
lifetime if cared for and sharpened periodically.”



















































  

































 



 











































“Slate dust contains
high levels of silica.
Grinding every slate
will disperse
billions of silica
and dust particles
into the air, creating
a nasty
environment for
you and your work
colleagues and
other tradespeople
around you.”
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“Wabis produces some
of the most efﬁcient

“All the water vapour
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“The phone has not stopped ringing since I
won Britain’s Top Tradesperson. I’m
overwhelmed by the fantastic response and
making the most of the opportunities that
winning has created.”
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“We can bring these








within reach and







 
 
 









 





special, ornamental
roof decorations

help transform an
ordinary roof design
into something
distinctive and
beautiful.”































 
 







 






 



  















 




































 





Four decades of
pioneering innovation
will become five in
2020
with
H a m b l e s i d e
Danelaw’s
latest
roofing development.
The Danelaw brand
has, throughout its
50 years’ history,
continuously brought
to market groundbreaking solutions to
address the daily
issues
facing
specifiers and roofers.
The new year - and
new decade - will continue the tradition. The latest pioneering invention will bring
enhanced aesthetics and longevity in a product that makes roof detailing quicker and
easier- all benefits historically offered by Danelaw solutions. It builds on the Danelaw
reputation for quality, durability and simplicity already inherent with innovations such
as the first patented Dry Fix Valley Trough, CON6+ and CLAY6+ dry ridge sealing
gasket. Watch this space to find out more over the coming weeks! Visit
www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk.

Hambleside Danelaw
is set to welcome the
new decade in its
usual
style,
with
another
pioneering
development.
The
company’s latest “light
bulb” moment builds
on its heritage of
applying innovative
techniques to solve the
common,
practical
problems faced by
roofing contractors.
“We have always looked to find more efficient means of doing things,” says Ian
Weakford, Sales & Marketing Director. “When we first began producing GRP
components over 40 years ago, we needed to find a way to automate the GRP
manufacturing process - by experimentation, the solution used was strategically placed
light bulbs to provide the heat to trigger the thermostatic reaction. “Light bulbs are now
more figurative in our product evolution: we pride ourselves on finding new, more
efficient solutions to daily issues facing our customers.”
The new product is officially unveiled on this January edition’s front cover. For more
information, please visit www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk.







  

These new ALLroundWork Jackets and
Gilets are just what the name suggests –
delivering a great all-round performance
on site with a Ripstop water-resistant
outer fabric and a coated inner fabric for
extra durability. They’re wind-resistant
too and all have the features and
functionality that you’d expect in
Snickers Workwear clothing. Designed
for optimum comfort and flexibility when
you’re on the move, they’re great-looking
working clothes that will keep you feeling
comfortable wherever you are and
whatever you’re doing at work in cold
and windy weather. With smart designs
and an ergonomic fit, Snickers Workwear
ALLroundWork garments are packed
with must-have features that focus on
functionality and freedom of movement
as well as using innovative fabrics that
deliver long lasting protection. There’s
also a range of Base- and Mid-layer garments plus accessories like gloves, hats, face
warmers and beanies to ensure that every part of you stays dry and warm. Visit
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or tel. 01484 854788.





A
historic
and
archaeological treasure, the
Royal Gunpowder Mills
heritage site in Waltham
Abbey, Essex, has been
given a new lease of life
with a stunning and
sympathetic
roof
refurbishment.
With
previous roof coverings
across the site’s buildings
close to derelict, a new
roofing system was needed
that would both guarantee a durable solution and fit with the aesthetic of the heritage
buildings. To meet those needs, Sika Sarnafil G410-15EL FSA Lead Grey was
specified alongside Sarnavap 1000E air and vapour control layer. The high-quality
roofing system was chosen after the project’s main contractors Courtenay Builders
Limited were impressed with the results from similar Sika Sarnafil projects. They also
entrusted Contour Roofing with the specification and installation after seeing its awardwinning track record with Sika Sarnafil. Jonathan Woods, M.D. at Contour Roofing,
says: “This was a particularly interesting roof refurbishment with unique and complex
challenges due to the nature of the site. However, by ensuring we had the right team
in place with relevant experience, and the added support from Sika, we were able to
complete the installation a week early while still providing an excellent finish that
wowed the client.” Visit gbr.sarnafil.sika.com/en/new-builds.html.





Dales Fabrications is now an
Approved Applicator of Syntha
Pulvin architectural polyester
powder coatings (PPC). This
significant development means
that Dales now have their own
powder-coating factory to coat
their aluminium eaves products
using Syntha Pulvin’s huge range
of colours & textured coatings. As
an Approved Applicator for Syntha
Pulvin, Dales can also provide a
coating service to third party manufacturers, if necessary. Dales is one of only 28
applicators in the UK to have passed the stringent Syntha Pulvin audit, and one of
only a handful of systems-manufacturers to achieve Approved Applicator status. The
installation of a new polyester powder coating plant at one of Dales’ factories in
Ilkeston is part of over £1m of investment over the last three years undertaken with
a key objective of securing approval from one of the major PPC brands. Craig Wilson,
Business Development Manager of Sherwin Williams, which owns Syntha Pulvin and
who conducted an audit, confirms Dales’ tight tolerances and quality control during
the tests: “The machine operates with a tolerance of ±2ºC, allowing consistent
quality at all times. I actually took the temperature trace graph away with me to use
in our training to demonstrate what is possible!” Visit www.dales-eaves.co.uk.



Welsh Slate was specified for
the roof of an architect’s
challenging
but
awardwinning own self-build for a
trio of reasons – its quality,
durability and aesthetics.
More than 600 Penrhyn
Heather Blue slates were
selected for the front of Steep
Wedge House in Douglas,
County Cork, which as its
name suggests was built on a
steep site within three
wayleaves
which
have
determined its shape. The
slates were complemented by
40 slate-and-a-half for the verge details, with this part of the roof also incorporating a
concealed stainless steel gutter with an 80mm opening three slates up from the eaves.
Architect Gareth Sullivan said: “The Welsh slate was chosen for its quality, durability
and appearance.” The roof slates were supplied by Lagan Building Solutions and
installed by William McCarthy over a morning using hooks and 38mm copper nails on
50mm x 35mm battens over a breather membrane. He said: “In my opinion Welsh
Slate is the Rolls Royce of any slate and a pleasure to work with.” Steep Wedge House
won Simply Architecture the 2019 overall Isover self-build project and single house
building of the year in the Building and Architecture Awards 2018.
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“Anyone engaging
contractors has
health and
safety
responsibilities,
both for the
contractors and
anyone else that
could be affected
by their
activities.”



















  























 




  

























































 
      












 





Completing the exceptional Arts
and Crafts style at a large, private
family home in Scotland’s
Gleneagles, CUPA PIZARRAS’
thick Heavy 3 natural slate roofing
has been specified and installed to
provide a durable and lasting high
quality
finish
across
this
impressive 680m2 roof. Designed
to accentuate the traditional
appearance of this stunning threestorey new build house, the
diminishing course natural slate roof features a 50-degree pitch with each course
getting progressively shorter in length towards the roof’s ridge. Expanding on the
specification detail, Fiona Robinson design architect and founding director at Thomas
Robinson Architects, explains: “Working alongside CUPA PIZARRAS’ Specification
Manager, Allan Liddell, we specified the Heavy 3 natural slate as we knew it would
provide the refined, traditional look we wanted to achieve and, more importantly,
would deliver the hard wearing finish our clients were looking for. We’ve used it on
multiple projects in the past so were 100% confident in its performance – the
weather can be pretty unforgiving here in Scotland.” This prestigious project earned
Thomas Robinson Architects the accolade of Winner in The Herald Property Awards
for Scotland in the ‘Individual New Build’ category. Visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

Market-leading single ply roofing
manufacturer Sika Sarnafil and
leading
Glasgow-based
contractor Ashton Building
Systems (Scotland) Ltd have
triumphed at the National
Federation
of
Roofing
Contractors (NFRC), Scottish
Roofing Contractor of the Year
Awards 2019. The awards,
which recognise outstanding
standards of workmanship and technical expertise in the roofing industry within
Scotland, saw the refurbished roof of Clydebank’s striking, geometric Waterfront Parish
Church come out on top in the Single Ply Roofing category. The NFRC announced the
winners at an awards luncheon presented by TV broadcaster Carol Smillie on Friday 15
November at The Grand Central Hotel, Glasgow. Tasked with installing a new
waterproofing system, as well as upgrading the thermal value of the roof and improving
roof access for safe and easy future maintenance, Ashton opted for a mechanically fixed
Sarnafil system. Ashton Building Systems’ MD, Garry Easton, comments on the
project’s award win: “Thanks to a combination of our team’s honed skills and
experience, and their confidence in using the Sarnafil system, which we’ve specified
many times before, both we and the client were very happy with the results, and we’re
now delighted to see those results recognised with such a prestigious award.”
Tel. 01707 394444, email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit gbr.sika.com.





BMI UK & Ireland has
enhanced its portfolio of
market-leading pitched and
flat
roofing
technology
solutions with new Green and
Blue ‘Active Roof Systems’.
Active Roof Systems is how
BMI UK & Ireland describes
roof coverings that perform a
greater function beyond
shelter and protection. While
weather-tightness is the
primary purpose of a roof, with the right technologies, roofs can be transformed into
power stations, rainwater recycling systems or an opportunity to reduce energy
costs. An evolution of BMI’s existing offer, the BMI Canopia Green Roof offers the
chance to create natural spaces in the sky, improving air quality, biodiversity and
well-being for building users. Whether designed to be walked on, provide a roof-top
garden, or simply to improve the aesthetic of the building, Green Roofs can reduce
storm water run-off and can improve overall building performance by protecting roof
surfaces from extreme weather. BMI UK & Ireland is also launching its new Blue
Roof system, which controls water flow from rooftops and limits flooding during
heavy rainfall. A water attenuation board, which stores water temporarily, is covered
with a permeable top layer, which itself can be a Green Roof to further increase roof
attenuation capabilities, while outlets work to restrict the flow rate of water from
the roof to greenfield levels. Visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.





A dry fix ridge system
that
is
uniquely
universal has been
launched
by
construction materials
group Breedon. The
group has pulled no
punches with its first
building
product
launch since its Lagan
Group
takeover,
introducing a fixing
system where unique ridge union brackets are fully adjustable so that they are equally
suitable for clay and concrete ridge tiles. Prior to this, dry ridge fixing systems have
been particular to the type of ridge tiles being used. The boxed kit comes complete
with ventilated ridge rolls, union brackets, clamping plates, screws and washers, and
ridge batten straps for a six-metre length. Commercial Director, Mark Morris, said the
launch had been made in response to client demand and to meet the trend for housing
developments that comprise multiple house and building materials types. “We are
proud that our first product launch onto the market has been with a universal dry ridge
system which is the only one on the market flexible enough to cater for all the types
of ridge tiles,” said Mark. Breedon’s building products division now plans to look at
introducing complementary hip and verge systems. An animated installation video can
be viewed at www.breedongroup.com/products/roof-tiles.




 

Kingspan Light + Air (formerly Brakel Airvent) is a market-leading provider of
blended solutions which support increased comfort and safety in buildings. From
design through to commissioning, service and maintenance, Kingspan Light + Air
has developed an end-to-end proposition for daylighting, natural ventilation and
smoke management systems to help you deliver best-in-class solutions for regulation
compliance and energy efficiency. Our expansive range of daylighting products, from
skylights to continuous rooflights to translucent wall panels, as well as daylighting
façade systems, have been developed to ensure both new and existing buildings are
effectively lit throughout operational hours, saving energy and improving the comfort
of occupants. From fully wind-driven systems to automatically opening windows and
skylights, Kingspan Light + Air can design and install a range of natural ventilation
solutions to suit a wide range of roofs and buildings. Our expert UK based team can
provide advice on smoke safety design, smoke pressure systems and ventilation
calculations, as well as a dedicated service and maintenance offering available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. We ensure systems are compliant, are working
effectively and work with clients to carry out planned and preventative maintenance.
Find out more at www.kingspanlightandair.co.uk.

Freefoam Building Products have
launched a new video to
illustrate how PVC roofline
products work seamlessly as part
of a wider home improvement
offering.
Working
with
Nottingham based company N G
Roofline Windows & Doors Ltd
Freefoam filmed a refurbishment
installation to illustrate how
roofline products, fascia, soffit
and gutter, can be fitted as part
of a wider project including
replacement windows and doors. Ashley explained “The business has gradually grown
over the last seven years. Homeowners want long lasting, low maintenance products
on their home, and we can offer the full package. It’s meant we can expand our range
and gives us more opportunities to develop new business” N G Roofline Windows &
Doors are a Freefoam Registered Installer. Freefoam know that roofline products are
fitted by a range of companies including window and conservatory installers, roofers
and general builders. Freefoam are committed to supporting all home improvement
businesses so the scheme is open to any company who are fitting roofline on a regular
basis. Ashley commented “We get marketing support from Freefoam, brochures we can
leave with customers and information packs to help our sales process. Their support
has certainly helped our business grow.” To see the video visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIsKuFHw2mU&t=39s.





  












 

Ravago Building Solution’s BRE Green Guide Rating A+ extruded polystyrene (XPS)
thermal insulation boards were used during a revamp of Boden House, home of
fashion giant Boden. The new inverted flat roof includes1000m2 of Ravatherm XPS X
300 SL in 80mm and 120mm thicknesses. Ravatherm XPS 300 SL was launched in
2016 as the next generation of XPS thermal insulation, specially designed for inverted
roof applications. It was the first XPS insulation board to attain BRE Green Guide
Rating A+ for roofing and recent improvements to the product formulation mean the
ship lapped edged boards have a declared lambda of 0.030 or 0.031. Richard
Powell, Roofing Sales Manager, Ravago Building Solutions, said: “The 1960s office
block now boasts vibrant and open working spaces. Ravatherm XPS X was deployed
in the creation of the new inverted flat roof and we’re delighted that Ravago Building
Solution was able to play a part in this visionary project.” Ravago Building Solutions,
Europe’s largest extruded polystyrene insulation (XPS) manufacturer, relaunched its
market-leading range of XPS in November 2019. Ravatherm XPS X is the new name
for the UK’s best-performing range of grey boards for roofs and floors, all with
exceptional lambda values.



Norbord Expands Team with New National Sales Manager



 




Dan Clarke has joined the team at
Norbord in the role of National Sales
Manager. Previously National Sales
Manager for Kronospan, with 24
years’ experience in the panel
manufacturing and timber distribution
industry, Dan’s skills will be put to
good use in his new role at Norbord.
Dan will be busy extending Norbord
portfolio in the new build, off site
manufacturing, modular, timber
frame, MMC’s and timber engineering
sectors.

















































































Dan commented, “I am excited to join Norbord and am looking forward to providing
support and guidance to the team to further build the brand and encourage specifiers to
use Norbord products nationwide in all areas of property building markets”.





















For further information, call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk
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Prefabricated Ultraroof Solid Roof Wins at Pitched Roofing Awards
Ultraframe is celebrating a recent win at
the Pitched Roofing Awards where its
Ultraroof solid roof system was crowned
Best Solid Roof System in recognition of
a stunning installation by Ultraframe
customer, Durham Design. The
Lancashire-based company has been
established for over 35 years and is an
acknowledged market leader in
prefabricated roofing systems. Speaking
about the win, Ultraframe Marketing
Director,
Alex
Hewitt,
said:
“Prefabricated roofing systems such as our Ultraroof tiled solid roof are becoming more
and more popular as architects, specifiers and installers all recognise the huge time
saving benefits that they offer, especially important on larger projects where the time
savings really stack up. Ultraroof is the most thermally efficient solid roof on the market,
exceeds Building Regulations with a U-Value as low as 0.13, is the lightest solid roof on
the market, and also the strongest. To have all of these attributes recognised on a
national level at the Pitched Roofing Awards is a fantastic achievement for the team at
Ultraframe and we couldn’t be more proud.” Further information on the Ultraroof system
is available on www.UR380info.co.uk or by calling Ultraframe on 01200 443311.





 







Forticrete’s unique slate tile
solution, Hardrow Slate, has
recently been used in a high
value- project in one of the
UK’s best preserved stone
towns. The agreement saw
Forticrete supply Hardrow,
which provides the same
architectural and aesthetic
appeal as natural stone, to
Taylor Wimpey’s brand-new
housing
development,
Lamberts
Place,
in
Stamford, Lincolnshire. As
with any building project of this scale, the project came with its own unique
considerations. Chief among these was maintaining the aesthetic of the local area.
Chris Pollard, area sales manager for Forticrete, explains: “Forticrete’s Hardrow solution
is an attractive solution for the area. Not only is it in-keeping with the look of Rutland
and the surrounding towns and villages, it is a fraction of the price of natural slate –
making it the ideal product for use in high-value, extensive projects.” Rob McLane,
Assistant Site Manager for Taylor Wimpey’s Lamberts Place development, added: “For
the Stamford development, we needed to ensure that the slates we used were not just
high quality and durable, but also that they blended in with the surrounding housing –
some of which has stood for decades. Thanks to Hardrow slate, we’ve been able to
achieve that.” Visit www.forticrete.co.uk or tel. 01525 244900.

Kee Safety, a leading
global supplier of safety
railing systems, offers
the KeeGuard®, a freestanding roof edge
protection system that
can keep workers on the
roof
safe
without
damaging the roof itself.
The UK’s Health and
Safety Executive (HSE)
recommends the use of
effective rooftop safety equipment to reduce the many risks that can arise for people
working at height. Designed to keep workers safe when carrying out essential building
or maintenance, KeeGuard® makes a major contribution in minimising the dangers
faced when working at height. Suitable for use on concrete, asphalt, PVC membrane
and felt roof surfaces, the flexible system can be used on almost any flat roof up to
10 degrees. The guardrail system is compatible with a range of rooftop configurations
and is available for many different roof types, whether it is used where a restraining
wall such as a parapet is in place or where the rooftop is completely open around the
perimeter. The system works on a proven counterweight system. The recycled PVC
weights provide a highly visible and non-slip secure base that is free-standing and
does not penetrate the roof membrane, making it the ideal solution without damaging
the existing structure. Visit www.keesafety.co.uk.



Safesite, a supplier of fall protection
solutions, has provided Jonesco
(Preston) Ltd with a collective fall
protection system that ensures
maintenance teams accessing the
rooftop are separated from hazards
and all potential fall risks. The main
roof on the Preston HQ is a
corrugated sheet roof that featured
exposed skylights. Wanting to
establish their working at height
requirements in order to protect the
maintenance team and outside
contractors when working on the
roof, Jonesco (Preston) Ltd
contacted Safesite to conduct a site visit and survey. Following the visit, Safesite
proposed a protection system comprising of Kee Cover®, KeeGuard® Topfix and a
KeeLine® system, to be installed on every roof apex, allowing for the easy removal
and cleaning of roof fans. Included in the scheme was a riveted KDH3 around the roof
access hatch, safe systems training and personal protection equipment (PPE) for use
with the KeeLine system when lifting fans out for replacement. Rob Mayor, QHSE
Manager at Jonesco (Preston) Ltd, comments: “Whether it be our own staff or outside
contractors, they are now able to avoid any potential risks when working on the roof
area. We wouldn’t hesitate to work with Safesite again after experiencing first-hand
their great service and products.” Visit www.safesite.co.uk.



The A. Proctor Group received two awards at the prestigious Construction Marketing
Awards (CMAs) in London in November 2019. The CMAs are a highly anticipated
annual event for the industry. Now in their 19th year, the awards showcase the best
construction marketing campaigns of the year from teams across the UK, highlighting
creativity, innovation and marketing effectiveness in this sector. The winners were
announced at a gala event at the Hilton London Bankside Hotel on 28 November. The
A. Proctor Group won two categories: “Best Use of Advertising” and “Best Big Budget
Campaign”. The winning entry, a fashion-inspired campaign, featured five fantastic
costumes that were made completely out of Proctor’s high-performing construction
membranes. Proctor’s marketing team worked with students from the University of
Edinburgh to design and construct the outfits. CMA judges on the night of the awards
commented that A. Proctor Group’s campaign was “innovative and exceptionally well
executed.” They were also impressed with the depth of the campaign’s concept: “An
interesting use of imagery to capture the audience’s attention while demonstrating the
versatility of their products.” Everyone at the A. Proctor Group was thrilled with the
double-win and look forward to seeing what the marketing department comes up
with next!




Specialist
building
envelope
contractor Prater has delivered a
substantial scope of works for the
Camden Lock Village development,
including standing seam roofing
and an extensive waterproofing
package – both for the roofs and
the 229 balconies on the
residential
properties.
In
collaboration with supply chain
partner BEMO, Prater was
responsible
for
the
design
development and installation of the standing seam metal roofing on two of the
buildings. The stepped profile of the roofs were designed to match the building on the
other side of the canal and help integrate the new development with the surrounding
architecture. The roof also had to meet the specified thermal efficiency (U-value) and
sound transmission levels. The BEMO system selected for this project was designed to
minimise thermal bridging and deliver the required levels of soundproofing. Prater also
installed hot-melt and liquid waterproofing systems on seven of the new buildings. Karl
Moxon at Prater commented: “The size and complexity of this project meant that
collaboration and communication throughout the supply chain was crucial to ensure
the successful completion. At Prater, this is a fundamental part of our approach to
every project and something we share with Mace as one our long term clients.” Visit
www.prater.co.uk or follow @praterltd on Twitter.


  







